
 

 

Socrates Announces Partnership with TechBrainiacs 
 
 
December 10th, 2018, Las Vegas, Nevada – Education Revolution, LLC, the creator of the  
award-winning Socrates Learning Platform, today announced a new strategic partnership with  
Las Vegas-based technology education company, TechBrainiacs. The two companies offer 
complementary solutions and will work together to help provide education to children of Nevada. 
 
“The Socrates learning platform fits well with our goal of 
promoting computer science and electronics to students,” 
stated Jeremy Bruner, Founder of TechBrainiacs.  
“The Socrates platform is fun and engaging and has been 
greatly appreciated by teachers and students.  We look 
forward to working with Education Revolution to provide great 
events and courses for kids in Nevada.” 
 
“I was first introduced to Jeremy when my own son took one 
of his amazing classes.  TechBrainiacs provides great 
courses that kids enjoy and help them to learn valuable 
computer skills,” stated Brian G. Rosenberg, Education 
Revolution’s Chief Executive Officer. “Every child can 
benefit from learning about how computers work and the 
concepts of coding, and their classes make those 
concepts fun.  We are looking forward to partnering with 
them to expand our solutions in the community.” 
 
About Education Revolution, LLC 
 

Education Revolution, LLC is rapidly becoming a leader in online education with its award-winning Socrates 
Learning Platform. The Platform is already being used in elementary and middle schools and the range of 
educational content provided is steadily growing. Socrates includes a unique dynamic learning engine that adjusts 
the content to precisely match the learning needs of each student, resulting in students learning up to three times 
faster. The National Science Foundation awarded Socrates with a grant in recognition of its unique innovation and 
significant societal benefit. www.withsocrates.com 
 
Education Revolution is based in Las Vegas, Nevada. To find out more about Socrates or Education Revolution, 
please contact: 
 
D’Amber Thomas, Director, Media & Communications 
E:   damber@withsocrates.com  Ph:  702-290-4260 
 
About TechBrainiacs 
 

TechBrainiacs aims to promote learning in the fields of Computer Science and Electronics, as well as to foster 
digital literacy in a world ever more dependent upon technology. To that end, TechBrainiacs strives to provide 
students with tools and knowledge they can use to build their understanding of the fundamentals of Computer 
Science. The classes are designed to bolster creativity and promote self-learning. Above all else, TechBrainiacs 
strives to inspire the next generation of Computer Scientists and to prepare students to be creators, and not just 
consumers, of computers and other electronics.  
http://techbrainiacs.com 
 
TechBrainiacs is based in Las Vegas, Nevada. To find out more about the company, please contact: 
Jeremy Bruner, Founder  
E: jeremy@techbrainiacs.com  Ph: 702-233-5845  

“TechnBrainiacs provides great courses for kids that 
enjoy and help them to learn valuable computer skills.” 


